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Abstract

The future space-based GAMMA-400 gamma-ray telescope will operate onboard the Russian astrophysical observatory in a highly
elliptic orbit during 7 years to observe Galactic plane, Galactic Center, Fermi Bubbles, Crab, Vela, Cygnus X, Geminga, Sun, and other
regions and measure gamma- and cosmic-ray fluxes. Observations will be performed in the point-source mode continuously for a long
time (�100 days). GAMMA-400 will measure gamma rays in the energy range from � 20 MeV to several TeV and cosmic-ray
electrons + positrons up to several tens TeV. GAMMA-400 instrument will have very good angle and energy resolutions, high separation
efficiency of gamma rays from cosmic-ray background, as well as electrons + positrons from protons. The main feature of GAMMA-400
is the unprecedented angular resolution for energies > 30 GeV better than the space-based and ground-based gamma-ray telescopes by a
factor of 5–10. GAMMA-400 observations will permit to resolve gamma rays from annihilation or decay of dark matter particles, iden-
tify many discrete sources, clarify the structure of extended sources, specify the data on cosmic-ray electron + positron spectra.
� 2022 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The last few decades have been marked by a new stage
in the development of astronomy, due to active observa-
tions in all ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum - from
the low-frequency radio emission to the gamma-ray emis-
sion of high and ultrahigh energies. The possibility of
observation in all wavelength ranges, as well as the use of
neutrino and gravitational wave facilities, made it possible
to implement an integrated approach in the study of astro-
physical objects.

A significant contribution to astrophysical research is
made by gamma-ray astronomy. Numerous studies carried
out in this area have made it possible to discover galactic
diffuse gamma-ray emission, isotropic extragalactic
gamma-ray emission, to detect and investigate numerous
galactic and extragalactic gamma-ray sources, to study
gamma-ray lines, gamma-ray bursts, to study gamma-ray
emission from the Sun, as well as to search for dark matter
particles.

At present, the Fermi-LAT gamma-ray telescope has
continued to observe the gamma-ray emission in space
since 2008. The fourth Fermi-LAT catalog (Abdollahi
et al., 2020) contains 5065 sources for the energy range
from 50 MeV to 1000 GeV, but � 30% of gamma-ray
sources are still unidentified. It should be noted that
Fermi-LAT carries out observations in the scanning mode
and the source observation time is only � 15% of the tele-
scope operation time (Abdollahi et al., 2020). The ground-
based facilities VERITAS, MAGIC, H.E.S.S., HAWC,
ARGO-YBJ, LHAASO and others have observed the
gamma-ray emission from only � 250 gamma-ray sources

in the energy range above � 100 GeV (http://tevcat.uchi-

cago.edu/). The problem of identifying gamma-ray sources
with the best angular resolution in space-based experiments
remains one of the central goals.

Another relevant goal is to search for and study gamma-
ray bursts (GRBs). Despite the GRB searching with Fermi-
LAT (Ajello et al., 2019), Fermi-GBM (von Keinlin et al.,
2020), and Swift-BAT (Lien et al., 2016) the complete
understanding in the physical processes responsible for
high-energy emission from GRBs is not reached.

Attempts to study the properties of dark matter (DM)
particles are carried out by direct and indirect detection
methods. The indirect detection method consists in record-
ing not DM particles themselves, but the products of their
potential annihilation or decay: cosmic-ray (CR) charged
particles, antiparticles and gamma rays (the PAMELA,
AMS-2, ATIC, Fermi-LAT, DAMPE, CALET, HESS-II,
MAGIC, VERITAS, HAWC, AUGER experiments),
and neutrinos (the IceCube/DeepCore/PINGU,
ANTARES/KM3NET, BAIKAL-GVD, Super-Kamio
kande/HyperKamiokande, AUGER experiments).

Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) with
mass between several GeV and several TeV are still consid-
ered as the most probable candidate (e.g. Leane et al.,
2

2018) for the role of DM. WIMPs can annihilate or decay
with the production of gamma rays and electrons + posi
trons. They can produce both the excess in continuous
energy spectrum and narrow gamma-ray lines. Axion-like
particles (ALPs) are also proposed as candidate particles
for DM (e.g. Calore et al., 2020). Search for and study of
the potential emission or particles from DM with the best
angular and energy resolutions remains one of the central
goals.

ATIC (Chang et al., 2008), Fermi-LAT (Abdollahi
et al., 2017), PAMELA (Adriani et al., 2017), AMS-2
(Aguilar et al, 2014), CALET (Adriani et al., 2018),
DAMPE (Ambrosi et al., 2017), MAGIC (Tridon et al.,
2011), VERITAS (Staszak et al., 2015), H.E.S.S.
(Aharonian et al., 2009) measured energy spectra of CR
electrons + positrons in the TeV energy range. The data
of experiments are not entirely consistent with each other,
however, the most of observations show the existence of a
remarkable flux suppression at E � 1 TeV. The existence of
this cut-off has been first reported by the H.E.S.S., con-
firmed by MAGIC, VERITAS, and also obtained in direct
measurements by DAMPE and CALET detectors. At
higher energies direct measurements extended only up
to � 4.8 TeV. The obtained results in the energy range
above 100 GeV (e.g. Evoli et al., 2021) require further
improvement up to 10 TeV.

Therefore new direct observations of gamma-ray emis-
sion in the energy range from � 20 MeV up to several
TeV, as well as electron + positron fluxes up to several tens
TeV are required using the space-based telescope with bet-
ter angular and energy resolutions, and separation from
background, in order to identify many gamma-ray sources,
resolve possible gamma-ray lines or clarify an excess in
continuous energy spectrum from DM, specify energy spec-
tra of CR electrons + positrons.
2. The GAMMA-400 astrophysical observatory

The Russian GAMMA-400 astrophysical observatory
will include the Navigator spacecraft platform (developed
by Lavochkin Association, https://www.laspace.ru/pro-
jects/astrophysics/gamma-400/), the GAMMA-400
gamma-ray telescope (developed, in the main, by Lebedev

Physical Institute, https://gamma400.lebedev.ru/indexeng.

html, and National Research Nuclear University
‘‘MEPhI”) and additional instruments (the ART-XC X-
ray telescope with the energy range of 5–30 keV and mag-
netic plasma detectors developed by Space Research Insti-
tute of the Russian Academy of Sciences). The GAMMA-
400 gamma-ray telescope is installed on a special truss at a
distance of about 2 m from the Navigator space platform.
The gamma- and X-ray telescopes are installed coaxially
without overlapping fields of view, which are ± 45�
and ± 0.5�, respectively (Fig. 1).

The GAMMA-400 astrophysical observatory includes
the high-data-rate radio complex (HDRRC) with a high-

http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/
http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/
https://www.laspace.ru/projects/astrophysics/gamma-400/
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Fig. 1. The Russian GAMMA-400 astrophysical observatory, including the Navigator spacecraft platform, the GAMMA-400 gamma-ray telescope and
additional instruments (the ART-XC X-ray telescope and magnetic plasma detectors).
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gain antenna (Fig. 2). HDRRC consists of antenna feeder
system and on-board (airborne) radio-technical complex.

The antenna feeder system includes:

- two-mirror transmitting high-gain antenna with a diam-
eter of 1.5 m;

- waveguide path and filters.

The on-board (airborne) radio-technical complex con-
tains radio-transmitting device, operating at the frequency
of 15 GHz.

HDRRC transmits data with the speed of 160 Mbps,
using quadrature phase-shift keying modulation (QPSK)
at the frequency of 15 GHz, while due to the use of
error-correcting coding, an error probability is no >10-9.

HDRRC has two modes of operation:

- operating mode with rated output power (output signal
power from 40 to 50 W);

- operating mode with reduced output power (output sig-
nal power from 4 to 7 W).
3

As a ground receiving station (GRS), it is proposed to
use the radio-astronomy complex based on the RT-22
radio-telescope (Fig. 3) in Pushchino (Lebedev Physical
Institute), the same station as for the RadioAstron mission
(Spectr-R) (Kardashev et al., 2013).

GRS functions in cooperation with on-board HDRRC
equipment and provides the solution of the following
functions:

- tracking the spacecraft in its motion along the sky dur-
ing the communication session;

- reception and decoding of the scientific data flows at the
speed of 2 � 80 Mbit/s with relative error 10-9 and their
recording after decoding on special digital recorders
(RDR, MARK-5 and others) together with the exact
local time information;

- signal selection of the carrier signal frequency of the
transmission channel, and the measurement of the fre-
quency of the residual Doppler shift and the current
phase difference signal of H-maser GRS, digitization



Fig. 2. High-data-rate radio complex with a high-gain antenna.

Fig. 3. The RT-22 radio-telescope in Pushchino as a ground receiving station.
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of these data with the specified rate, their recording,
which is bound to the current time and the transfer to
consumers.

Using the Navigator spacecraft platform gives the
GAMMA-400 experiment a highly unique opportunity
for the near future gamma- and cosmic-ray science, since
it allows us to install the scientific payload (mass
of � 3000 kg, power consumption of 2000 W, telemetry
downlink of 100 GB/day, lifetime >7 years), which will
provide the significant contribution of GAMMA-400 as
the next generation instrument for gamma-ray astronomy
and cosmic-ray physics.

The GAMMA-400 observatory will be initially launched
into a highly elliptical orbit (with an apogee of 300 000 km
and a perigee of 500 km, with an inclination of 51.4�) with
7 days orbital period. Under the influence of gravitational
disturbances of the Sun, Moon, and the Earth
after � 6 months the orbit will transform to about an
approximately circular one with a radius
of � 200 000 km and will not suffer from the Earth’s occul-
tation and be outside the radiation belts. A great advantage
of such an orbit is the fact that the many astrophysical
objects will always be available for gamma-ray astronomy,
since the Earth will not cover a significant fraction of the
sky, as in the case for the low-Earth orbit. Moreover, the
GAMMA-400 source pointing strategy (continuous
point-source observation for a long time � 100 days) will
be properly defined to maximize the physics outcome of
the experiment in contrast to the scanning mode for the
current Fermi-LAT, CALET, DAMPE and future HERD,
AMS-100 experiments. The launch of the GAMMA-400
space observatory is scheduled for 2030.

3. The GAMMA-400 gamma-ray telescope

3.1. The GAMMA-400 physical scheme

The current physical scheme of the GAMMA-400
gamma-ray telescope (Galper et al., 2013; Topchiev et al.,
2017; Galper et al., 2018; Topchiev et al., 2019; Egorov
et al., 2020) is shown in Fig. 4.

GAMMA-400 includes:

- anticoincidence AC top and four lateral AC lat
detectors;

- converter-tracker C;
- time of flight system ToF from S1 and S2 detectors;
- two-part calorimeter from CC1 and CC2;
- four lateral detectors LD;
- preshower detector S3, shower leakage detector S4.

Electronics includes system of trigger formation (ST),
scientific data acquisition system (SDAS) and other elec-
tronics units.

Fig. 5 shows view of the GAMMA-400 gamma-ray tele-
scope, where 2 star sensors (SSs) with an accuracy of better
5

than 300 and thermal control systems (TCSs) are addition-
ally presented.

The construction for installing systems and detectors of
the GAMMA-400 gamma-ray telescope and thermal con-
trol systems are developed by Lavochkin Association.
Many construction elements of the gamma-ray telescope,
as well as detectors are made of carbon-filled plastic.

More detailed information about detector systems is
presented in Figs. 6 and 7.

AC is anticoincidence system, C is converter-tracker, S1
and S2 are ToF detectors, ST is system of trigger forma-
tion, CC1 and CC2 are two parts of calorimeter, SciFi is
SciFi detectors in C and CC1, S3 is preshower detector,
S4 is shower leakage detector, SS are star sensors, EU
are electronic units, and TCS are thermal control systems.

Anticoincidence system. The anticoincidence system AC
is used to discriminate incoming charged particles with
an efficiency of >0.9995 and time resolution of � 200 ps
(Arkhangelskiy et al., 2020b). AC (Fig. 6a) includes one
top detector AC top and four lateral detectors AC lat (lo-
cated on honeycomb panels) surrounding converter-tracker
C. All anticoincidence detectors are made of two layers of
scintillation plastic strips with parallel orientation in both
layers, which have dimensions of 10 mm in thickness for
each layer and 100 mm in width. The strips of one layer
are displaced by 5 mm with respect to the strips of the other
layer so that there are no rectilinear slits in the system. AC
top with dimensions of 1300 � 1300 mm2 includes 2 layers
from 22 strips with SiPM readout. AC lat with dimensions
of 1300 � 500 mm2 includes 2 layers from 21 strips with
SiPM readout.

Converter-tracker. The converter-tracker is used to con-
vert incoming gamma rays into electron–positron pair,
determine conversion point and reconstruct the electro-
magnetic shower axis. The converter-tracker consists of
13 detector plane pairs made of scintillating fiber (SciFi)
assemblies with SiPM analog readout (Fig. 6b). The SciFi
assemblies contain 250 lm diameter scintillating fibers
arranged in regular, hexagonal closest packed six-layer
structures, with 275 lm pitch. The multichannel SiPM sen-
sors are located at fiber ends, providing signal pulse height
measurement for a subsequent light cluster barycenter cal-
culation, resulting in singe plane coordinate resolution bet-
ter than 50 lm. Scheme of the basic principle of the SciFi
tracker is as follows (Fig. 6c, Kirn et al., 2017): charged
particle passing through the fiber produces scintillation
light, which travels to the end and is detected in a SiPM
array. The black dots indicate photons arriving at the
SiPM, the yellow squares indicate the pixels that fire. In
each pair of planes (1050 � 1050 mm2) the adjacent SciFi
detectors, located on honeycomb panels, provide measure-
ments in orthogonal directions (x and y coordinates). It is
necessary to note that the technology of SciFi detectors is
well developed and applied, e.g., in the LHCb tracker at
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) (Kirn et al., 2017). The first
7 and next 4 pairs of planes also have tungsten (W) con-
verter foils of 0.1 X0 and 0.025 X0 thick in each plane,



Fig. 4. The GAMMA-400 gamma-ray telescope physical scheme: anticoincidence system AC (top and four lateral detectors), converter-tracker C, time-of-
flight system ToF from detectors S1 and S2, two part calorimeter from CC1 and CC2, lateral detectors LDs, preshower detector S3 and shower leakage
detector S4.
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respectively (X0 is radiation interaction length) (Fig. 4).
The last 2 pairs of planes have no tungsten. The part of
converter-tracker with thick layers of tungsten (0.1 X0) is
used to detect high-energy gamma rays (above 300 MeV).
The part of the converter-tracker with thin layers of tung-
sten (0.025 X0) is used to detect low-energy gamma rays
(less than 300 MeV) (Fig. 4). Total thickness of
converter-tracker is � 1 X0.

Time of flight system. Under the converter-tracker, there
are two scintillation detectors S1 and S2, which form the
time-of-flight (ToF) system (Fig. 6d). A distance of
500 mm between these detectors provides a sufficient flight
base for effective rejection of particles coming from the
lower hemisphere. Detectors S1 and S2 are installed on
honeycomb panels and use SiPM readout. The S1 detector
with dimensions of 1000 � 1000 mm2 consists of two layers
of scintillation plastic strips, each having 10 mm in thick-
ness. There are 10 scintillation strips in each layer. The
6

S2 detector with dimensions of 800 � 800 mm2 also con-
sists of two layers of scintillation strips, each having
10 mm in thickness. There are 8 scintillation strips in each
layer. ToF is used to separate particles moving from top-
down directions within the aperture of the gamma-ray tele-
scope (determined by position of S1 and S2 detectors) of
down-top directions with coefficient of separation
of � 1000. The ToF time resolution is � 200 ps.

Detectors S3 and S4. Two-layer segmented plastic scin-
tillation detectors S3 and S4 with dimensions of
1000 � 1000 mm2 and SiPM readout are located on honey-
comb panels. These detectors are necessary for improving
hadronic and electromagnetic shower separation
(Fig. 6e). S3 detector measures the energy release from sec-
ondary particles in shower, which is developed due to the
passage of primary gamma- and cosmic-ray particles in
the gamma-ray telescope and takes part in the formation
of the trigger for detecting high-energy events (Leonov,



Fig. 5. View of the GAMMA-400 gamma-ray telescope.
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et al., 2019). S4 detector measures the energy release of sec-
ondary charged particles contained in the shower leakage
from the calorimeter.

Calorimeter. The two-part calorimeter consists of CC1
and CC2 detectors with SiPM readout. CC1
(800 � 800 mm2) contains two blocks of CsI(Tl) scintilla-
tion crystals installed above and under honeycomb panel
and the SciFi detector plane without W, providing x and
y measurements (Fig. 7a). The SciFi detector plane is the
same as last planes in the converter–tracker. CC2
(800 � 800 mm2) consists of 22 � 22 matrix from CsI(Tl)
crystals (Fig. 7b). Each crystal has transverse dimensions
of 36 � 36 mm2. CsI(Tl) crystal columns of CC2 are
installed inside the cells of the carbon fiber honeycomb
structure, having 0.4 mm in thickness. Total thickness of
the CC1 and CC2 calorimeter is � 18 X0 (�0.9 k0)
and � 43 X0 (�2.0 k0) for vertical and lateral particle
detection, respectively (k0 is hadronic interaction length).

Lateral detectors. Four lateral scintillation plastic detec-
tors LDs (800 � 400 mm2) with SiPM readout located on
7

honeycomb panels around of the CC2 calorimeter are used
for detecting particles from lateral directions (Fig. 7c).

System of trigger formation. The system of trigger for-
mation ST generates triggers for detecting various types
of events analyzing the output signals of the front-end elec-
tronics of the gamma-ray telescope detectors. To improve
reliability, the system is designed using a dual redundancy
crossover scheme; data exchange highways are also dupli-
cated, with each highway having its own transceiver nodes.

Scientific data acquisition system. The scientific data
acquisition system SDAS is intended for collecting scien-
tific data from detectors, temporary storage and transmis-
sion of scientific and service information of the gamma-ray
telescope to the high-data-rate radio complex for subse-
quent transmission to a ground receiving station, as well
as for direct control of the gamma-ray telescope. SDAS
is a monoblock consisting of redundant functional mod-
ules. The choice of the configuration of modules is carried
out by means of commands coming from the on-board
control complex of the Navigator platform.



Fig. 6. The GAMMA-400 detector systems: (a) anticoincidence system AC; (b) converter-tracker C; (c) scheme of the basic principle of the SciFi tracker
(Kirn et al., 2017); (d) time-of-flight system ToF from S1 and S2; (e) preshower detector S3 and shower leakage detector S4.
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Principle of operation. Primary gamma rays pass without
interaction the anticoincidence system and are converted
into electron–positron pair in the converter-tracker. Fur-
ther, electron–positron pair passes through the rest part
of converter-tracker, time-of-flight system, preshower
detector S3 and induces an electromagnetic shower in
CC1 and CC2 calorimeter following by shower leakage
detector S4. The energy deposits in converter-tracker, S1,
S2, CC1, CC2, S3, S4, LD detectors are measured.

The responses of the gamma-ray telescope detectors AC,
ToF and S3 contribute to the fast on-board trigger logic in
8

the top-down telescope aperture. The readout electronics
for fast on-board trigger and time of flight system of the
GAMMA-400 gamma-ray telescope constitutes the multi-
processor structure, which collects data from the gamma-
ray telescope detectors and produces the trigger decision
for each event. The use of the flexible distributed system
provides possibility for adaptive and operational control
of the parameters of the gamma-ray telescope recording
modes, and the optimization of a search for a specific phy-
sics channel according to the observational mode. In order
to increase the reliability, the system is crossover and dou-



Fig. 7. Two parts of the calorimeter CC1 (a), CC2 (b) and four lateral detectors LDs (c).
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ble redundant. Besides, the components of selected elec-
tronics components are space qualified and rad-hard or
rad-tolerant.

The incidence direction of particles is determined by best
determination of conversion point and reconstruction of
the electromagnetic shower axis, using SciFi coordinate
detectors in the converter-tracker and CC1.

After interaction of incident gamma rays with the
GAMMA-400 detector matter backscattering secondary
9

particles (mainly, 1-MeV photons) are arisen. These sec-
ondary particles can interact in AC and produce veto sig-
nal, excluding primary gamma rays (Fig. 8). To suppress
this effect all scintillation detectors are constructed as
two-layer segmented layers of strips and additional trigger
logic for detecting high-energy particles is organized
(Leonov, et al., 2019). Besides, the timing analysis of sig-
nals produced in AC, S1 (ToF), S2 (ToF), S3 detectors
are used (Arkhangelskiy et al., 2020a).



Fig. 8. Backscattering secondary particles (mainly, 1-MeV photons), which can produce veto in AC and exclude primary gamma rays.

Fig. 9. The distributions of energy deposits in S3 detector for 10-GeV
gamma rays from vertical direction, which generate veto signal in AC, and
for proton spectrum with power index �2.7 and with energies >10 GeV
(Leonov, et al., 2019).
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The GAMMA-400 energy range for gamma-ray studies
is from � 20 MeV to several TeV and for CR electrons +
positrons is from � 1 GeV to several tens TeV. The energy
of low-energy gamma rays is measured in the converter-
tracker, S1 (ToF), S2 (ToF) after the conversion of gamma
rays in the last six planes (Fig. 4, four planes with 0.025 X0-
tungsten and two without tungsten). The maximum field of
view (FoV) for detecting particles from top-down direc-
tions is ± 45�.The main trigger of GAMMA-400 is the
following:

ðAC
�

�ToF Þj S3THRESHOLD � ToFð Þ ð1Þ

where ToF ¼ S1� S2� timeS1 < timeS2½ �, S3THRESHOLD is
a special energy threshold (Leonov, et al., 2019).

The value of S3THRESHOLD is determined from the follow-
ing considerations. For triggered events with gamma rays
of energy more than � 10 GeV, backscattering secondary
particles (mainly, 1-MeV photons) had begun to create a
veto signal in AC. To eliminate these events we construct
the distributions of energy deposits in S3 detector for 10-
GeV gamma rays from vertical direction, which generate
veto signal in AC, and for proton spectrum with power
index �2.7 with energies >10 GeV and introduce
S3THRESHOLD (Fig. 9). The location of the threshold for signal
in S3 detector is determined in view of trade-in between
proton rejection from gamma channel and recording effi-
ciency for high-energy gamma rays associated with back-
splash. When ground processing we will additionally
eliminate events with backscattering secondary particles
due to reconstructing track and the time consequence of
signals produced in AC, S1 (ToF), S2 (ToF).

In Fig. 10, the dependences of recording efficiency for
gamma rays and protons from the value of signal in S3
detector are presented. The optimal value for the cutoff
10
of the signal in S3 detector is � 60 MeV. For this cutoff,
�20% of gamma rays, which generate veto signal in AC,
and � 80% of protons are rejected. In Figs. 9 and 10, the
location of this energy cut is shown by blue line.

The trigger (1) is used for detecting low- and high-energy
gamma rays. For detecting CR electrons + positrons the
trigger ðS3THRESHOLD � ToF Þ is used. Moreover, GAMMA-
400 can detect gamma and cosmic rays from lateral direc-

tions. For this, the trigger LD
� � S3

�
� S4

�
�CC2 and

LD� CC2 are used, respectively.
The functional diagram of the GAMMA-400 gamma-

ray telescope is presented in Fig. 11 (Arkhangelskiy et al.,
2020a). The module structure of the GAMMA-400



Fig. 10. The dependences of recording efficiency for gamma rays and
protons from the value of signal in S3 detector (Leonov, et al., 2019).
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gamma-ray telescope includes following subsystems and
detecting units:

- scientific measuring subsystems (SMS): converter-
tracker C; anticoincidence system AC; calorimeter CC
consisting of CC1 and CC2; detectors S3, LD and S4;
time-of-flight system ToF consisting of S1 and S2; sys-
tem of triggers formation ST;
Fig. 11. The functional diagram of the G
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- service subsystem, including two-star sensors and scien-
tific complex telemetry system for cyclic registration up
to 65,535 housekeeping parameters of scientific
complex;

- scientific data acquisition system SDAS for acquisition
and pre-processing data from SMS and service subsys-
tem; storage the data in non-volatile mass memory (1
TByte), scientific data and telemetry transfer into high-
speed scientific radio line (up to 400 Mbit/sec) for their
transmission to the ground receiving station and control
information reception from spacecraft on-board control
system via multiplexed channel MIL-STD-1553B; data
decoding and transfer into SMS;

- one-time commands and power supply system OCPSS,
providing power supply for scientific complex, one-
time pulse radio commands sharing and their transmit-
ting to SMS and transit of the most important telemetry
parameters directly to the satellite on-board telemetry
system.
3.2. The GAMMA-400 performance

Simulations of the GAMMA-400 gamma-ray telescope
performance were carried out using the GEANT4.10.01.
AMMA-400 gamma-ray telescope.



Fig. 13. Dependence of the GAMMA-400 on-axis effective area vs the
energy using triggers AC

�
�ToF (green), S3� ToF (blue),

ðAC
�

�ToF Þj S3� ToFð Þ (black), as well as trigger ðAC
�

�ToF Þj S3� ToFð Þ
and providing possibility to reconstruct track and to restore energy (red).
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p02 software package. An example of simulation of 50-
GeV gamma-ray energy release in the gamma-ray telescope
detectors is shown in Fig. 12, where detectors of the
gamma-ray telescope are shown as colored, if the response
exists. The incidence of gamma ray is coaxial with the tele-
scope axis. In this figure, two projections of the gamma-ray
telescope response are shown at the left and right of the fig-
ure. At the center, a view from above CC2 is shown
together with anticoincidence system (AC lat) detectors.

As a result of calculations, at which it is necessary to
analyze the time consequence of signals produced in S1
(ToF), S2 (ToF) taking into account time resolution
obtained from test beam calibration (Arkhangelskiy
et al., 2020b) and to be able reconstructing the particle
track and restoring the particle energy, we obtained the fol-
lowing dependences:

1) The on-axis effective area vs the energy (Fig. 13). It is
seen from Fig. 13 that when using only trigger

ðAC
�

�ToF Þ the effective area begins to decrease at
the energy >10 GeV due to backscattering particles.

Using the trigger ðAC
�

�ToF Þj S3� ToFð Þ provides
the effective area of � 4000 cm2 up to several TeV.
If the additional analysis is introduced, providing
possibility to reconstruct track and to restore energy,
the estimation of effective area (Seff) decreases up
to � 3200 cm2.
Fig. 12. An example of simulation of energy release in the
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2) The effective area vs the incident angle for the ener-
gies of 1, 10, 100 GeV using the trigger

ðAC
�

�ToF Þj S3� ToFð Þ and providing possibility to
reconstruct track and to restore energy (Fig. 14).

3) The differential point-source sensitivity for 1.5 and
10 year observations of the Galactic center (l = 0�,
b = 0�) was estimated (Fig. 15). For this purpose
we used the typical detection criterion:
gamma-ray telescope detectors for 50-GeV gamma ray.



Fig. 14. Dependence of the GAMMA-400 effective area vs the incident
angle for the energies of 1 (black), 10 (green), 100 (red) GeV using trigger
ðAC

�
�ToF Þj S3� ToFð Þ and providing possibility to reconstruct track and

to restore energy.
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TS ¼ 2ln L1=L0ð Þ ¼ 25; ð2Þ
where L1 is the likelihood function assuming the source

presence on top of background inside PSF and L0 contains
only the background. Similarly to the approach used by
Fermi-LAT collaboration we also implied the additional
detection criterion that each energy bin must have at least
10 photons from the source. Substituting the Poisson like-
lihood in (2) we would have:

TS ¼ 2 nln k1=k0ð Þ � k1 þ k0ð Þ; ð3Þ
where k1 is the mean expected number of photons from

source + background, k0 is that from the background only
and n is the measured number of photons assumed to be n
� k1. The expected photon numbers were calculated
through the following way:
Fig. 15. The GAMMA-400 differential point-source sensitivity for 1.5 and 10 y
reflect the chosen energy bins for flux density integration.
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k0i ¼
Z Eiu

Eil

Z E0þ3rE E0ð Þ

E0�3rE E0ð Þ

Z
XPSF Eð Þ

e Eð ÞIb Eð Þ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
rE Eð Þ

exp � E0 � Eð Þ2
2rE Eð Þ2

 !
cos hð ÞdXdEdE0; ð4Þ

k1i ¼
Z Eiu

Eil

Z E0þ3rE E0ð Þ

E0�3rE E0ð Þ
e Eð Þ k

ci
E2

þ
Z
XPSF Eð Þ

Ib Eð Þcos hð ÞdX
 !

1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
rE Eð Þ exp � E0 � Eð Þ2

2rE Eð Þ2
 !

dEdE0: ð5Þ

In the equations above, Eil and Eiu denotes lower and
upper margins of the ith energy bin (we choose 4 energy
bins per decade, see Fig. 13); e Eð Þ ¼ R A E;H tð Þð Þdt is the
exposure of the relevant point in the sky; Ib(E) is the back-
ground intensity in that point, which include both the dif-
fuse Galactic component and isotropic background. The
spectra of these backgrounds were taken from Fermi-
LAT data at https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/
lat/BackgroundModels.html using Aladin software
(https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/aladin.gml). The Galactic back-
ground was averaged in the square 0.5�x0.5� around the
relevant point and then assumed isotropic inside our
PSF. Indeed this is a simplified methodology, which may
introduce some uncertainties. XPSF Eð Þ is the solid angle size
of PSF. We choose this size to have 68% containment of
the source photons. This is taken into account by the coef-
ficient k = 0.68 in (5). The Gaussian function in (4)-(5)
reflects the effect of finite energy resolution of the telescope,
i.e., the energy dispersion. However, overall dependence of
the sensitivity on k and energy resolution is weak. We
neglected by the effect of source confusion and assumed a
typical inverse square spectral shape for point sources.
Then we substituted (4)-(5) into (2)-(3) and solved for ci.
We defined the minimal detectable differential flux mi as
follows:
ear observations of the Galactic center (l = 0�, b = 0�). The horizontal lines

https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html
https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html
https://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/aladin.gml
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mi ¼
Z Eiu

Eil

ci
E2

EdE: ð6Þ

This quantity physically means the energy flux from the
source inside ith energy bins. The result of calculation is
presented in Fig. 15 for the Galactic Center and two expo-
sure times of 1.5 and 10 years (continuous exposure in the
center of FoV). The curves reach their minima, where the
transition happens from TS = 25 to > 10 photons/bin con-
ditions as driving criteria. In other words, above � 10 GeV
the backgrounds gradually cease, and the scarcity of pho-
tons from source becomes the key factor, which limits
sensitivity.

4) The angular resolution vs the energy in comparison
with Fermi-LAT, HERD, DAMPE, and CTA

(https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/ctao-per-

formance/#1472563318157-d0191bc5-0280) (Fig. 16).
The angular resolution for Ec = 100 GeV is � 0.01�.

5) The on-axis energy resolution vs the energy in com-
parison with Fermi-LAT, HERD, DAMPE, and

CTA (https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/ctao-

performance/#1472563318157-d0191bc5-0280)
(Fig. 17). The energy resolution for Ec = 100 GeV
is � 2%.

Separation of gamma rays against background is carried
out using high-efficiency AC system (>0.9995,
Arkhangelskiy et al., 2020b), high coefficient of separation
of events coming from top-down and down-top directions
of � 1000 in the time-of-flight system, as well as separation
of electromagnetic and hadronic showers in calorimeters
and S4 (�104) (Leonov et al., 2015). For gamma rays the
rejection is �105 due to the additional analysis of the fired
strips of AC detectors located along the restored trajectory
of initial particle.

GAMMA-400 will detect CR electron + positron fluxes
from top-down directions and from lateral directions
around the calorimeter. Examples of energy distribution
Fig. 16. Dependence of the GAMMA-400 angular resolution vs the
energy in comparison with Fermi-LAT, HERD, DAMPE, and CTA.
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for 100-GeV electron incident on the center of the
gamma-ray telescope along the vertical axis (Fig. 18) and
on the center of one of the lateral detectors (Fig. 19). For
these cases, the energy resolutions are better than 2% and
1%, respectively. Table 1 shows a comparison of perfor-
mance for GAMMA-400 (top-down and lateral aperture),
Fermi-LAT (Atwood et al., 2009), PAMELA (Adriani
et al., 2014), AMS-2 (Aguilar et al., 2013), CALET (Mori
et al., 2013), DAMPE (Chang et al., 2017), HERD
(Cattaneo et al., 2019). It is seen that due to large calorime-
ter area (0.7 m2 for top-down and 1.0 m2 for lateral aper-
ture) and calorimeter thickness (18 X0 for top-down and
43 X0 for lateral aperture) GAMMA-400 can improve elec-
tron + positron data statistics.

Fig. 20 shows the GAMMA-400 acceptance vs energy
when detecting electrons + positrons for top-down direc-
tions with the trigger (S3 � ToF) (black) and in addition
with separation criterion of electrons + positrons from pro-
tons, which will be performed when ground processing
(red). The separation criterion of electrons + positrons
from protons allows us to identify events with energy leak-
age from the calorimeter, especially using response of S4
detector, as described further.

The additional separation provides the possibility to
restore the energy and consists of the following. Using
the combined information from all GAMMA-400 detector
systems, it is possible to reject electrons from protons. The
methods to separate electrons from protons presented in
(Leonov et al., 2015; Leonov et al., 2019) are based on
the difference of the development of hadronic and electro-
magnetic showers inside the gamma-ray telescope.

To take into account the fact that the hadronic cascade
begins to develop deeper inside the gamma-ray telescope
than the electromagnetic one, the signals in S1 and S2 are
considered. The difference in electron and proton distribu-
tions provides the rejection factor � 3.

Additional rejection is obtained when analyzing the CC2
signals. The first criterion is based on the difference of the
Fig. 17. Dependence of the GAMMA-400 on-axis energy resolution vs
the energy in comparison with Fermi-LAT, HERD, DAMPE, and CTA.

https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/ctao-performance/%231472563318157-d0191bc5-0280
https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/ctao-performance/%231472563318157-d0191bc5-0280
https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/ctao-performance/%231472563318157-d0191bc5-0280
https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/ctao-performance/%231472563318157-d0191bc5-0280


Fig. 18. An example of energy distribution for 100-GeV electron incident
on the center of the gamma-ray telescope along the vertical axis. In this
case, the energy resolution is better than 2%.

Fig. 19. An example of energy distribution for 100-GeV electron incident
on the center of one of the lateral detectors. In this case, the energy
resolution is better than 1%.

Fig. 20. Dependence of the GAMMA-400 acceptance vs energy when
detecting electrons + positrons for top-down directions with the trigger
(S3 � ToF) (black) and in addition with separation criteria of
electrons + positrons from protons, which will be performed when
ground processing (red).
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transversal size for hadronic and electromagnetic showers.
Analyzing the distributions of protons and gamma (elec-
trons) for RMS in CC2, it is possible to obtain a rejection
factor � 15. The second criterion concerns the distribution
Table 1
Comparison of performance when detecting electrons + positrons for GAMM
CALET, DAMPE, HERD.

GAMMA-400 Fermi-

Aperture top-down 4 sides top-dow

Acceptance, m2 sr �0.3
(Ee = 100 GeV)

�0.5
(Ee = 100 GeV)

2.5

Proton rejection factor �104 �5 � 103 �104

Calorimeter area, m2 0.7 4 � 0.24 0.85
Calorimeter thickness, X0 18 43 8.6
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of energy release in the hadronic and electromagnetic
showers. Analyzing the distributions of protons and
gamma (electrons) for the ratio between a signal in the
crystal containing the axis cascade and the value of the
total signal in CC2 for incoming electrons and protons:

ECC2
MAX /E

CC2
TOT , it is possible to obtain a rejection factor � 1.6.

The information from S4 located at the bottom of the
calorimeter provides a strong intrinsic rejection factor for
protons, due to the difference in attenuation for hadronic
and electromagnetic cascades. Electromagnetic showers
initiated by gamma (electron) with initial energy up
to � 100 GeV are fully contained inside a calorimeter with
the thickness 16 X0, while protons leave the calorimeter
taking away a considerable part of the energy and produce
a signal in S4. By selecting events with signals in S4 less
than 40 MeV, it is possible to suppress protons with a fac-
tor of � 3.1. It turns out that a significantly more powerful
criterion can be defined with distributions of the ratio of
the signal in S4 to the total signal in CC2. Applying this cri-
terion, the rejection factor � 17 is achieved.

The differences in the proton and electron cascade trans-
verse size are also used, when analyzing information from
silicon strips in CC1. The application of this criterion pro-
vides a rejection factor of � 2.
A-400 (top-down and lateral aperture), Fermi-LAT, PAMELA, AMS-2,

LAT PAMELA AMS-2 CALET DAMPE HERD

n top-down top-down top-down top-down 5 sides

0.02 0.4 0.1 0.3 3

�104 �104 105 105 >105

0.06 0.42 0.1 0.36 5x0.4
16 16 30 32 55
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Using all presented criteria jointly, the total rejection of
protons for 100-GeV electrons is � 104.

GAMMA-400 will also measure GRB spectra from lat-
eral directions in the energy range from � 10
to � 100 MeV. The on-axis effective area is of about
0.13 m2 for each of four lateral directions. The total effec-
tive field of view for the GAMMA-400 lateral aperture,
when measuring GRB spectra is � 6 sr (Leonov et al.,
2021).

Prototypes of some detector systems (Fig. 21) were man-
ufactured, tested in the laboratory (Fig. 22) and calibrated
on positron beams at S-25R electron synchrotron (Lebedev
Physical Institute, Troitsk) in the energy range of 100–
300 MeV. As a result, we obtained time resolution
of � 200 ps for AC and ToF systems (Arkhangelskiy
et al., 2020b) and energy resolution of 10% for CC2 at
the energy of positrons of 300 MeV (Suchkov et al., 2021).

GAMMA-400 performance calculations and calibrating
detectors at different accelerators will be continued to
improve the performance and the event selection
methods, as well as to optimize the GAMMA-400 physical
scheme.

3.3. Comparison of GAMMA-400 with Fermi-LAT and

ground-based facilities

The GAMMA-400 gamma-ray telescope has numerous
advantages in comparison with Fermi-LAT:

� highly elliptical orbit (without the Earth’s occultation
and away from the radiation belts) allows us to observe
with the aperture of ± 45� different gamma-ray sources
continuously over a long period of time with 100% effi-
ciency in contrast to 15% efficiency for Fermi-LAT oper-
ating in the scanning mode;

� thanks to use scintillating fibers and analog readout pro-
viding the best coordinate resolution in the SciFi coordi-
nate detectors of converter-tracker and CC1, as well as
time-of-flight system, GAMMA-400 has an excellent
angular resolution;

� due to the deep (�18 X0) calorimeter, GAMMA-400 has
very good energy resolution and can provide more reli-
able the detection of gamma rays up to several TeV for
vertically incident events;

� owing to the significant gamma-ray separation from cos-
mic rays (the presence of a special trigger with event tim-
ing, time-of-flight system, preshower detector S3,
separation of electromagnetic and hadronic showers in
shower leakage detector S4, two-layer scintillation
detectors), GAMMA-400 is significantly well equipped
to separate gamma rays from the background of cosmic
rays and backscattering events.

GAMMA-400 will have also the unprecedented angular
resolution for energy > 30 GeV and very good energy res-
olution in the energy region 10–1000 GeV in comparison
with current and future space- and ground-based instru-
16
ments: VERITAS, MAGIC, H.E.S.S., CTA, and and it
allows us to fill the data gap at the energy of � 100 GeV
between the space- and ground-based instruments.

It is necessary to note that at present some projects of
the gamma-ray telescopes are developed for further investi-
gations of the gamma-ray emission after Fermi-LAT: e-
ASTROGAM (DeAngelis et al., 2018) and AMEGO
(Kierans et al., 2021) in the medium energy and HERD
(Cattaneo et al., 2019) and AMS-100 (Schael et al., 2019)
in high-energy range. Performance of these telescopes in
comparison with GAMMA-400 and Fermi-LAT is pre-
sented in Table 2.

4. The preliminary GAMMA-400 scientific program

The GAMMA-400 main scientific goals are: precise con-
tinuous up to � 100 days measurements of Galactic Center,
Fermi Bubbles, Crab, Vela, Cygnus X, Geminga, Sun, and
other regions, extended and point gamma-ray sources,
GRBs, diffuse gamma rays, dark matter searching, measur-
ing electron + positron fluxes with the angular (�0.01� at
Ec = 100 GeV) and energy (�2% at Ec = 100 GeV)
resolutions.

4.1. Investigation of gamma-ray discrete sources in the

Galactic plane

Despite the fact that Fermi-LAT detected gamma-ray
emission from 5065 sources, approximately 30% of
gamma-ray sources (Abdollahi et al., 2020) were not iden-
tified due to insufficient angular resolution. About 40% of
them are in the Galactic plane. In contrast to the Fermi-
LAT scanning observation mode, GAMMA-400 will be
able to identify and investigate many discrete sources due
to another observation mode: long-term, continuous obser-
vations of point gamma-ray sources, as well as significantly
better angular and energy resolutions.

According to the Fermi-LAT results, about 80 extended
gamma-ray sources (E > 10 GeV) were found (Abdollahi
et al., 2020). Thanks to long-term, continuous observations
and significantly better angular and energy resolutions,
GAMMA-400 will be able to clarify and map these
extended sources in detail.

According to the Fermi-LAT results, an excess of
gamma-ray emission from the Galactic center was detected.
It is believed to be associated either with the presence of
dark matter or with the presence of many millisecond pul-
sars. Due to long-term, continuous observations and signif-
icantly better angular and energy resolutions, GAMMA-
400 will be able to clarify this problem.

GAMMA-400 will study different regions of Galactic
plane, Galactic center, Fermi Bubbles, Crab, Vela,
Cygnus X, Geminga and other objects with maximum
FoV of ± 45�.



Fig. 21. Prototypes of AC, C, ToF, CC1, CC2 detector systems.
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4.2. Dark matter searching

Generally there are two wide classes of DM candidates,
which are potentially accessible by GAMMA-400: WIMPs
and ALPs.

Galactic Center region historically represents the most
favorable target for WIMP annihilation or decay searches
due to the biggest J factor. In this context a mysterious
gamma-ray excess identified a while ago (e.g. Ackermann
et al., 2017) around GC attracts a great interest. It peaks
at few GeV, extends up to approximately 10� around GC
and can be well-fitted by annihilating WIMPs with the
mass of several tens GeV and cross section around the ther-
mal value � 10-26 cm3/s. However, alternative explanations
for the origin the excess indeed exist. They include the
emission from millisecond pulsars (both prompt and sec-
ondary), molecular clouds and others. The future high-
resolution data from GAMMA-400 will be very important
for the ultimate determination of the excess.

Another interesting aspect is the searches for hypothet-
ical narrow spectral lines due to DM annihilation or decay
directly into photons. This represents very pristine DM sig-
nature, since no other astrophysical processes are expected
to produce such lines at the energies above � 0.1 GeV. We
provided some estimates of GAMMA-400 sensitivity to the
diphoton annihilation cross section in (Egorov et al., 2020).
However our most recent simulations showed that the sen-
17
sitivity presented there tends towards slightly optimistic
side – realistically we would expect our sensitivity to be
comparable with that of Fermi-LAT after 12–15 years of
its operation. At the same time DAMPE has comparable
sensitivity too (Zun-Lei Xu et al., 2021). Hence, it can be
possible in the future to stack together the data from all
three telescopes and significantly extend the sensitivity to
narrow lines by such joint data analysis.

ALP discovery potential by catching a nearby supernova
explosion. Fermi-LAT has not been able to observe any
supernova explosion in the Local Group due to rarity of
such events. However such observation would be extremely
valuable for constraining ALP properties. Since ALPs are
converted into photons by the Galactic magnetic field dur-
ing their propagation, gamma rays from SNe can be a sig-
nature of SN ALPs. Thus, in case of such luck, GAMMA-
400 will be able to probe ALP-photon coupling constant
values down to gac � 10-13 GeV�1 for ALP masses
below � 1 neV! The chance to catch such event over the
mission lifetime is about 10%. Very high sensitivity of this
probe still makes it one of the main GAMMA-400 objec-
tives in the area of DM searches. The detailed calculations
on this subject can be seen in (Egorov et al., 2020).

ALP signature searches in the pulsar spectra. Recently
the tentative ALP signature in the spectra of pulsars was
identified in Fermi-LAT data (Gautham et al., 2020). How-
ever this detection is not reliable yet and the future addi-



Fig. 22. Testing the GAMMA-400 detector prototypes in the laboratory.
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tional GAMMA-400 observational data on those pulsars
will be able potentially to confirm or deny robustly this pre-
liminary interpretation of signal.

Other targets include globular clusters, nearby galaxies,
dwarf satellites, hypothesized axion clouds around neutron
stars, etc.
4.3. Studying the gamma-ray emission from the Sun

The Sun is one of the promising targets for indirect DM
searches with gamma rays. The Sun is visible in gamma
rays because of the interaction of CRs with the solar envi-
ronment. The standard gamma-ray emission of the Sun
includes two main components: (1) the contribution from
the disk, originating from the interactions of hadronic
CRs with the solar atmosphere, which yield hadronic cas-
cades with gamma-ray component, and (2) the contribu-
tion from diffuse emission, due to the interactions of
cosmic-ray electrons and positrons with the optical solar
photons in the heliosphere and production of gamma rays
by inverse Compton scattering. The standard solar emis-
sion mechanisms are expected to yield a smooth gamma-
ray spectrum, while both the DM scenarios illustrated
above are expected to yield some characteristic features
in the spectrum. In particular, if gamma rays are produced
through a mediator, the spectrum should exhibit a boxlike
feature; on the other hand, if gamma rays are produced
18
directly in DM annihilations, a line-like feature is expected
(Mazziotta et al., 2020).

The study of high-energy gamma-ray emission from
solar flares is intended to elucidate the role of nuclear pro-
cesses in a flare, the mechanism of particle acceleration and
the interaction of accelerated beams with the solar atmo-
sphere (Ajello et al., 2021). The GAMMA-400 gamma-
ray telescope will make it possible to obtain new experi-
mental data on high-energy gamma-ray emission from
solar flares, which are necessary to refine the existing mod-
els of solar flares, namely:

1) Detailed energy spectra of gamma-ray emission dur-
ing solar flares in the wide energy range from
20 MeV to several TeV;

2) Precision time profiles of the intensity of gamma-ray
emission from solar flares in various energy ranges;

3) Fluxes of high-energy gamma rays from the quiet Sun.

4.4. Searching for GRBs

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most violent explo-
sions in the universe with isotropic equivalent energy
release in gamma rays up to a few 1054 ergs (e.g. Minaev
et al., 2020). Observations of GRBs become extremely rel-
evant in the new era of multi-messenger astronomy, which
started in 2017 since the first simultaneous detection of a
binary neutron star merger GW 170,817 by LIGO-Virgo
gravitational wave detectors and short gamma-ray burst
GRB 170817A by Fermi and INTEGRAL observatories
(Abbott et al., 2017).

GRBs and their different counterparts (prompt emis-
sion, afterglow, kilonova, supernova) are successfully
observed in the entire range of the electromagnetic spec-
trum, from radio to high-energy gamma rays. However, a
unified model describing all observational features has
not been proposed yet. This is largely due to the extremely
difficult implementation of simultaneous observations in
different ranges of the energy spectrum, especially at the
active phase stage (prompt emission), which lasts typically
only a few seconds.

Gamma rays with the energy Ec > 20 MeV were first
detected in the EGRET/CGRO experiment for 28
gamma-ray bursts in the period 1991–2000 (Kaneko
et al., 2008). At present, the high-energy component of
gamma-ray bursts is recording mainly in the Fermi-LAT
experiment, which recorded so far about 200 gamma-ray
bursts in the range above 30 MeV (Ajello et al., 2019).

In most GRBs the duration of high-energy emission is
significantly (up to tens of times) greater than the duration
of low-energy emission and usually has a power-law like
decaying light curve. It is also observed as an additional
component in the energy spectrum, described by a power-
law model (Ajello et al., 2019). It indicates the high-
energy component in such GRBs represents an additional
component to regular gamma-ray emission for these cases.
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Nevertheless, in some GRBs, the temporal profile of the
burst at high energies does indeed repeat the profile at
low energies, which implies the same nature of the emission
and the absence of an additional component at high ener-
gies. Thus, a bimodal behavior of gamma-ray bursts at
high energies is presented. The nature of the additional
high-energy component and the conditions for its appear-
ance has not been clarified, which makes its study an actual
and important task.

An open question is the maximum possible energy of
photons emitted in gamma-ray bursts. Recently sub-TeV
high-energy emission was confirmed for GRB 180720B
by H.E.S.S. in (0.1, 0.44) TeV energy range (Abdalla
et al., 2019) and for GRB 190114C by MAGIC in (0.1,
1) TeV energy range (Acciari et al., 2019).

Using top-down and lateral directions of GAMMA-400
will allow us to detect new GRBs with rate of 10–15 GRBs
per year to solve problems of GRB science. The most
prominent results will be obtained in case of simultaneous
GRB registration in a wide energy range of electromagnetic
channel (from radio waves to high-energy gamma rays) by
different ground-based and space-based facilities, as well as
in gravitational wave channel.

4.5. Studying CR electron + positron fluxes

High-energy cosmic-ray electrons provide a unique
probe of nearby to the Solar System cosmic sources.
Because electrons in the interstellar space fast lose energy
via inverse Compton scattering and synchrotron emission
their diffusion length is about 1 kpc at energy above 1
TeV. It means that potential sources are located in the
vicinity of the Solar System (Kobayashi et al., 2004). A pre-
cise measurement of the electron + positron spectrum at
high energies above several hundreds of GeV might reveal
interesting spectral features and flux anisotropy due to a
specific source. Moreover, the anomaly increase of the
positron fraction in electron and positron fluxes over
10 GeV established by PAMELA (Adriani et al., 2009)
and AMS-02 (Accardo et al., 2014) experiments can require
a primary source of the positrons in addition to the com-
monly accepted secondary origin of the positrons.

Astrophysical objects like pulsars and Super Novae
Remnants (SNR) or exotic objects like clumps of hypothet-
ical dark matter are more plausible and investigated candi-
dates for such sources. The electrons and positrons
spectrum would exhibit a different spectral features due
to origin of the primary source of electrons and positrons,
in the energy range above 10 GeV and, especially at about
1 TeV, possible mass of hypothetical DM particles.

It is highly desirable to measure spectrum of electrons +
positrons in the TeV region with much more statistics accu-
racy than it is possible now. Moreover, the data of direct
measurements (DAMPE, CALET) in the TeV region show
a suppression of the flux (DAMPE Collaboration, 2017,
Adriani et al. 2018). GAMMA-400 with high acceptance
both in the main (�18X0) and lateral apertures (�43X0)
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(see Table 1) will be able to obtain accurate spectral shape
above 1 TeV with energy resolution � 2% (which will
decrease up to � 5% at 10 TeV due to leakage from the
calorimeter) and, possible, to extend accurate measure-
ments to 20–30 TeV using the lateral aperture, needed to
understand origin of local sources.
5. Conclusions

The future space-based GAMMA-400 gamma-ray tele-
scope will operate onboard the Russian astrophysical obser-
vatory in a highly elliptic orbit during 7 years to observe
Galactic plane, Galactic Center, Fermi Bubbles, Crab, Vela,
Cygnus X, Geminga, Sun, and other regions and measure
gamma- and cosmic-ray fluxes. Observations will be per-
formed in the point-source mode continuously for a long
time (�100 days) in contrast to the scanning mode for
Fermi-LAT. GAMMA-400 will have the unprecedented
angular resolution for energies>30GeV (�0.01�atEc=100-
GeV) better than theFermi-LAT and ground-based gamma-
ray telescopes by a factor of 5–10, as well as very good energy
resolution (�2% at Ec= 100 GeV). Significant separation of
gamma rays from cosmic-ray background, as well as
electrons + positrons from protons will allow us to measure
gamma rays in the energy range from � 20 MeV to several
TeV and cosmic-ray electrons + positrons up to several tens
TeV. GAMMA-400 observations will permit to resolve
gamma rays from annihilation or decay of dark matter par-
ticles, identify many discrete sources, clarify the structure of
extended sources, specify the data on cosmic-ray elec-
tron + positron spectra.

After Fermi-LAT the GAMMA-400 mission will greatly
improve the direct data on low-energy and high-energy
gamma-ray and electron + positron fluxes due to unprece-
dented angular and very good energy resolutions, large area,
and point-source continuous long-term simultaneous coax-
ial gamma-ray andX-ray telescope observations. The launch
of the GAMMA-400 space observatory is scheduled
for � 2030.
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